Figure1. Dimensions of system bounderies
The first dimension, the range of considered system constituents, relates to both, decision subjects ("stakeholders") and their respective decision objects ("products"). Stakeholder relevance is not governed by the directness of his ties to the decision-maker. Rather, it is a function of his overall system impact -and resulting repercussions for corporate interests. Sciarelli & Tani review a wide array of stakeholder concepts, categorizing them with respect to the decision-makers' stakeholder map and the way interrelations beyond the direct company-stakeholder relations are considered [3] . Accordingly, the effects of directly and indirectly interacting stakeholders and their considered interests (decision objects) need to be distinguished. The second dimension of Figure 1refers to the time horizon of system analysis. The longer-range the analysis, the more uncertain are system development scenarios. However, the negligence of long-term repercussions may lead to substantially wrong decisions, with disastrious long-term feedback effects for the acting party.The identification of useful boundaries for strategic planning is subject to a continuous corporate learning process, reflecting on costs and benefits of alternative environmental scanning approaches.
Figure2 displays how dichotomizing the above mentioned parameters leads to a set of 16 types of situational complexity. Simple situations -as they accompany our every-day life -can be tackled just by intuition. Complicated situations, in contrast, will require external support. Software programs, for instance, do typically incorporate numerous variables (high multiplicity), either intensely interrelated or not (low/high interdependency). As a rather mechanistic tool, such programs will appreciate all variables' effect by a binary code (low diversity). Justified by low dynamics, such algorithmic connection will remain stable over time. Complexity, however, requires a different logic than a pure mechanistic one to account for system dynamics. (Jeschke/Mahnke 2013:99) Hence, complex decision-making needs to deal with three challenges:
Figure2. Parameters of environmental complexity
 Situation mapping needs to adequately reflect and project the relevant corporate environment,  an analytical approach needs to be able to describe multifold short-and long-term interrelating effects among the various system constituents, and  a monitoring routine needs to trace down changing patterns over time, fueling an ever-learning organisation with relevant information on how to adjust its decision-making approach.
CONCEPTUAL BASIS FOR SUDEST
SUDEST is a decision support tool based on the bio-cybernetics of applied system's theory [7] [8] [9] to support corporate decision-making within complex situations. Engineering decisions, for instance, are dominated by hard facts such as technical details, machinery input/output quotas or defective statistics. However, hard facts are typically interwoven with soft facts such as motivation, skill sets, or conflicts of interest. Therefore, support for sustainable decision-making needs to involve both, hard and soft facts -and their interrelations. Looking at complex situations as open systems, system constituents and their interrelations need to be described by condensing the picture to its most relevant system constituents. Nevertheless, the description needs to be flexible enough to include a greater variety of constituents, if necessary.
Forecasting and Backcasting
The SUDEST model output is based on simulating the implications of (initial and future) decisionmaking in a dynamic environment. Researching the development of systems and deriving respective indicators goes beyond ex-post analysis. Both aspects facilitate scrutiny of alternative future actions paths. Considering the dynamics of a complex environment, such forecasting needs to take place within a certain confidence interval, accounting for underlying information deficits and uncertainties over time. While such challenges are systemic in nature, they can be appreciated and optimized by a continuous learning approach. However, forecasting in a complex environment bears the inherent risk that only a limited range of options are considered from the view of the present decider, projecting today's problems into the future without allowing creative sideways [10] [11].
While following different logics, the SUDEST model facilitates both, forecasting and reverseforecasting, i.e. backcasting. In case of the latter, the postulated attainment of a desirable final outcome represents the starting point for modeling, which will be the subject to a subsequent paper and will not be dealt with here. For the algorithmic application of SUDEST, the difference between chronological forecasting and anti-chronological backcasting is not essential. A backcasting approach, however, would deal with a potentially broader array of possible interrelations and wider system boundaries.
Sustainable Decisions
"Sustainable" decisions shall refer to corporate action that supports the equilibrium of the respective system. Further, "absolute" sustainable management can be distinguished from "relative" sustainable management: While the former helps to stabilize a system (e.g. by introducing technologies that aid ecologically sound production processes), the latter still destabilizes the underlying system -but to a lesser degree than prior business conduct. Sustainable management supports system's resilience, i.e. the tolerance towards disturbances. Hamel and Välikangas define resilience as "… a capacity for continuous reconstruction. It requires innovation with respect to those organizational values, processes and behaviors that systematically favor perpetuation over innovation." [12] .Within specified system boundaries, the capability to strive for system equilibrium is the criteria for sustainable system functioning: Self-organizing systems strive to remain viable [13] . This analytical scope is the key assumption of the SUDEST framework. 
SUDEST METHOD IN FIVE STEPS
The generic SUDEST method includes five steps of analysis. The first three steps are dedicated to a systematic system recording within the underlying system boundaries: What is the chronological structure of the decision complex? What decisions involve which system constituents? And what are the relevant relationships within the system? As a fourth step, the model interprets the situation with respect to alternative future action paths. The last step is subject to an ongoing alignment of assumptions, accounting for developed system knowledge within a continuous learning process.
Chronological Structuring
For the SUDEST framework, each relevant interaction amongst stakeholders represents decisions with a substantial impact on the underlying system. Instead of describing the constituents and their interactions by continuous functions, SUDEST focuses on the discreetness of the employed data at given points in time: System effects are scrutinized at defined decision moments (the moment when a decision is made and perceived) in order to break-down a complex, sequential decision complex. A cluster of decision moments within the defined system boundaries shall be called "decision phase". Typically, the analyzed system encompasses different consecutive decision phases, constituting the chronological order of the respective system's development. For the forecasting simulation of future scenarios, simulated results of a preceding decision phase will create the starting point for the directly succeeding phase. Each starting point is described by a set of system constituent values, mathematically expressed in a state vector. In case of a backcasting approach, the simulation design is reversed. By specifying the number of chronologically ordered times of decision moments within a decision phase 0 , 1 , … , , the time interval Δ of the decision phase (Δ ≔ − 0 ) can be subdivided in a number ofdecision intervals, Δ 1 = 1 − 0 , … , Δ = − −1 ,which stand for the elapsed times between consecutive decision moments.
The point in time at the end of each decision interval Δ (1 ≤ ≤ ) is the moment, when the system changes due to the preceding time interval, plus the decisions transferred at are transcribed into amatrix (see next section 3.2),describing the influence levels and directions amongst all system constituents at the decision moment . Therefore, all system changes occurring during the interval Δ will be aggregated and combined with the decisions at .To specify the decision moments of a decision phase, the necessary information is derived e.g. from expert interviews, workshops or already existing empirical data. Expert system descriptions can, for instance, be supported by the use of mindmap diagrams. Such description can be provided as a state digraph with stakeholders and products as its knots. The directed edges of the graph represent the direction and influence of product and information exchange. Still, the digraph needs to be synchronized into a time ordered digraph. Figure  3displays an example of turning a non-synchronized digraph into a synchronized one. The rectangles with rounded corners are representing knots (stakeholders or products) with attached rectangles listing the respective dwelling times ( : days) after the reception of all input from preceding knots. The initial and the final knot are both referring to 1.
Figure3. Turning non-synchronized state digraphs into synchronized ones
Due to the estimated dwelling times, representing "decision intervals" of individual stakeholders, a state digraph can be synchronized into a time ordered graph based on standard time [15] . In synchronized form, the digraph decays naturally into definite decision intervals between decision moments of logical time ordering [16] . Next, the system states and changes due to the decision intervals will be mapped.
Decision Mapping
SUDEST decision mapping refers to both, the two system constituents (stakeholders as "decision subjects", products as "decision objects") and their functional interrelations over time. Starting with the system constituents, stakeholder disposition values (values ranging from "strong dissent" via "neutral" to "strong consensus" with respect to corporate values) and product quantities (e.g. certain profitability levels at certain customer churn rates) are organized in an initial vectorΨ . The units of the initial vector components will be denoted as = 1, = 1, ⋯ , and = , = 1, ⋯ , ( : product unit).The initial vector provides the general description of the system's state at 0 in terms of a general state vector Ψ i at each moment in time defined by Ψ i = 1 ; 2 ; … ; ; 1 ; 2 ; … ; .
Considering the chronology of a complex system, the state vectors' component values will change over time due to system's influence. As time-discrete system descriptions are considered, the system itself is described by a causal sequence of state vectors displaying the different states at the beginning and at the end of each of the decision intervals of the system, starting with the initial vectorΨ I Ψ I → Ψ1→…→Ψ .
The changes from one state vector to the subsequent one record any possible impact amongst system constituents. A change of the initial vector's components (or any state vectors' components) -while leaving the amount of vector components constant -is best conveyed by multiplication with a quadratic incidence matrix, the so called "SUDEST Matrix". Such SUDEST matrix will be derived for each decision interval Δ .From the state vector's structure, the unique content structure of the SUDEST Matrix is derived. The Matrix includes a set of four interaction sub-matrices, describing a) stakeholders impacting other stakeholders, b) stakeholders impacting products, c) products impacting each other and d) products impacting stakeholders: The unit of each cell value is given by the unit of the impacted product. The value of the component describes the quantity of the product , emitted into the system or absorbed by stakeholder . The unit of each cell value is given by the quotient of the impacted divided by the unit of the impacting product. The value then contains the quantity of impacted product per unit of impacting product produced for the duration of the system's effect.
d) Product effects :
The unit of each cell value is given by the quotient of the unit of the impacted divided by the unit of the impacting product. Thus, the given quantity of product influences the decision of stakeholder .Each final moment of a decision interval therefore comprises a single state of the system, while system changes are summarized mathematically in the interval-related SUDEST Matrices. Sub matrix defines the decision moments 0 , 1 , … , , , called the "Decision Moment Matrix".While the basic "Decision Moment Matrix" reflects the aggregation of an overall decision process for each decision interval, the "Decision Phase Matrix" represents the next aggregation level of inquiry: the aggregated decision phase as a product of Decision Moment Matrices. Finally, the "Overall Matrix" condenses the chronology of all decisions in all phases into one matrix of indicators through a product of Decision Phase Matrices (see Figure 4 ).
Figure4. Different aggregation levels of SUDEST Matrices
With this second step of analysis, the impact of system constituents is recorded along the chronological system structure. Here, the initial vector and all ensuing SUDEST Matrices form the basis for investigating the structure of complex systems and their implications in further detail.
System Evaluation
The flow of events that describes the time development of the complex system will need further quantitation. Relationships between the different system constituents may be quantifiable to different degrees. While physical cause/effect relationships between certain products are well known at great level of detail, relationships among other system constituents will not be readily quantifiable. Thus, relations between two specific stakeholders, between a specific stakeholder and a specific product or the other way around-may vary from linear to non-linear relationships, possibly characterized by limit or threshold values or with time lag reactions. Here, SUDEST works with a five-tiered discrete scaling to express the relationship between two system constituents. Describing the disposition of a certain stakeholder or product towards the corporate decider (and his interests) would relate to the following scheme:
++  Strong consent with corporate interests / causing strong increase in product quantity +  Rather consent with corporate interests / causing some increase in product quantity O  Neutral towards corporate interests / causing no impact on product quantity - Rather dissent with corporate interests / causing some decrease in product quantity -- Strong dissent with corporate interests / causing strong decrease in product quantity
For computation, the symbols are translated into numerical values to express the different degrees of impact on the respective system constituents. It may be sufficient to perceive the nominal values as an augmenting relation by using, for instance, the following correlations:
Stakeholder dispositions may, of course, change over time -under the impact of preceding decision moments: Past decision-making is impacting consecutive stakeholder dispositions. The same is true for functional relationships among system constituents. SUDEST accounts for such possible changes by allowing revised input for each decision moment. Again, with more differentiating data being available, a more differentiated scaling, e.g. continuous numerical scaling can be employed. Here, the focus is on time-discrete system descriptions. We will refer to a mathematical representation, like the one described, as an innervation of the system dynamics given by the state vectors, over time. This innervation is representing the basis for SUDEST as a decision support tool.
Decision support tools mean to improve the information basis for decision-making, i.e. the choice amongst two or more action alternatives. Such action alternatives may either be clearly defined (e.g. alternative marketing approaches for customer retention management) or rather diffuse (e.g. "the best way of keeping existing customers happy"). In the latter case, the preceding two SUDEST analysis steps are useful to systematically explore the scope of action (e.g. what are causal chains in describing customer migration patterns) that is conceivable for corporate management. Without defined action alternatives, of course, there is nothing to decide. Therefore, the corporate decider needs to respond to the following set of questions:
 At which point within the chronologically structured system boundaries is the corporate decider requested to take action? Or, translated into SUDEST terminology: Which decision phase and which specific decision moments are subject to inquiry?
 What are the fields of action in which the corporate decider is inclined to impact the underlying system? Or, translated into SUDEST terminology: What stakeholder or product relationships are (potentially) subject to corporate management as an "impacting stakeholder"?
 What are the details of the researched action scenarios? What does such corporate action imply? Or, translated into SUDEST terminology: What independent variables are meant to impact the consent/dissent profiles of the targeted stakeholder as well as the product quantities that are impacted by such stakeholder actions?
After the analysis of the first three SUDEST steps, the model is now ready for the actual simulation. Possible simulation approaches are a) variation of initial values (assumed initial situation), b) variation of SUDEST Matrix entries at specific decision moments (assumed decision impacts) and c) variation of decision intervals (assumed time reaction patterns).
Model Outcomes
The simulation of the innervated system focuses on different decision outcomes for different decision scenarios. For a given decision phase, this happens by rewriting the respective state digraph into the corresponding product of chronologically ordered SUDEST Matrices, one for each decision moment. Let be the number of stakeholders, be the number of involved products and be the number of decision moments, then each SUDEST Matrix, 1 , … , , is given by
Together with the initial vector Ψ ≔ 1 ; 2 ; … ; ; 1 ; 2 ; … ; the product Each row of the cascade, starting with the SUDEST matrix = 1, … , to its very left, stands for the development of the accumulated decision moments beginning at the -th moment.Each column (read from top to bottom), beginning with the SUDEST Matrix = 1, … , at its top, represents the accumulated decisions until the -th decisionmoment.The matrix 1; in the lower right corner represents the Decision Phase Matrix, describing all developments which take place during the respective decision phase. Applying the cascade to the initial state vector facilitates sensitivity testing. WithΨ ≔ Ψ ⋅ 1 ⋅ 2 ⋅ … ⋅ −1 ⋅ ( 1 ≤ ≤ ), the cascade applied to the initial state vector is given by: 
The cascade's bottom row now contains all chronological ordered changes in the components of the initial state vector and, therefore, represents the resulting impact development of the described system components due to the sequence of state vectors, Ψ , Ψ 1 , Ψ 2 , … , Ψ . The connected matrix cascade is therefore the basis for future sensitivity evaluation of a decision phase. The matrix cascade opens the field of simulation for alternative action paths, resilience and sensitivity tests. The overall simulation outcome and related system sensitivity can be comprised by formulating a system specific index number . To calculate such a number, the contravariant vector Ψ of the cascade is contracted with the covariant vector
To gain a unit-free index, the scalar-product of the contraction will be mediated by the following diagonal contraction tensor .The index number assigned to the described system is, therefore, given by:
The provided analytical methods define the structuring of the results. With fixed values of the initial vector, the chronologically ordered changes in the components represent the resulting impact development of the described system constituents. This gives rise to a sequence of state vectors, representing the system dynamics Ψ , Ψ 1 , Ψ 2 , … , Ψ . Considering the stakeholder and product values in normalized form
elucidates which state vector component is the most influential for the given decision moment. The step of normalization becomes necessary, as the absolute value development is exponential. Changing the initial vector values individually leads to changes in the sequence
These changes represent the influence level of each considered value. This way, the changes show the impact of a system constituent as well as the magnitude of influence over time, i.e. the number of subsequent future decision moments in which the influence from the initial change can be observed. A change in due to changes in the initial vector or any of the SUDEST Matrices can measure the overall sensitivity of the system. Changing the values in each of the state vectors Ψ , = 1, … , with respect to one component of the vectors, e.g. variation of a stakeholder's disposition, will measure the constituent's impact on the overall index at each decision moment. Comparing the index number with its value when the -th SUDEST matrix is eliminated from the innervation, meaning = Ψ ⋅ 1 ⋅ … −1 ⋅ +1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ Ψ will determine its relative contribution to the index. This change in can be interpreted as the decision moments' impact on the system.The analysis results in a set of indicators, establishing a comprehensive information basis for the respective decision. This includes the development of consent/dissent profiles of involved stakeholders, the development of related product quantities, sensitivities of alternative action paths and resilience levels for the derived scenarios. A variation in component values of the initial vector can affect later decisions and the index number . It will, therefore, expose the most impactful stakeholder or product at the beginning of the system's development tracking and overall.
Continuous Learning
Continuous learning is facilitated by systematically updating and completing the knowledge base for profound decision-making. In case of lacking quantitative data, the input of qualitative data will suffice. To comprehend environmental dynamics requires continuous monitoring of relevant context drivers, i.e. system constituents and their interrelations. The employment of a decision support tool, therefore, asks for some continuous organizational learning approach, both in psychological and administrative terms. Psychologically, new and unexpected information should not be coined as a disturbing nuisance but as important stimulus to comprehend system dynamics. Administratively, reporting systems and corporate planning need to incorporate the information requirements for such a tool.
SUDEST is based on a comprehensive situation analysis that goes beyond the sheer competitive environment. Environmental scanning and stakeholder monitoring is not a one-off challenge but a continuous process; as such, ongoing learning processes are warranted, providing more profound decision bases at lower levels of uncertainty. In this the SUDEST description reflects a mode in an unknown Markow like jump system, with time discrete values. Even though SUDEST is often compared to a Markow linear jump system it isn't, because SUDEST focuses on the nonlinear development of the system based on the time discrete mapping of an expert's knowledge about it. From a multi-perspective view, SUDEST will support managers' and other stakeholders' understanding of system interrelations and corresponding time patterns. As a further result, future scenarios can be anticipated with higher degrees of confidence and corporate planning can make better use of employed resources by considering system sensitivities. Finally, an ongoing matching of actually occurring effects against targeted ones will produce a steady information stream that serves the optimization of SUDEST data input.
SUDEST APPLICATION EXAMPLE
The application example refers to the management of a gravel pit. At least in industrialized countries, new gravel pit projects are invariably subject to prohibitive resistance by public stakeholders such as neighborhood or ecological interest groups. As a result, an increasing share of new exploration projects are either significantly delayed or completely prevented. Here, the objective of analysis is to manifest the innervation of the complex system, appreciating the influence of numerous stakeholders and products on the overall outcome (the feasibility of such project). This includes the identification of crucial decision moments and most influential stakeholders. Figure 5 shows the chronological structure for the decision phases of a gravel pit exploitation project. The whole process is described by five consecutive decision phases. The initial project planning phase refers to a stakeholder map limited to a small circle of parties. In contrast, the phases of regional planning procedures and the permission process involve more than 20 system constituents including fifteen stakeholders.
Figure5. Chronological structuring exemplified by gravel pit explotation project
As predecessor decisions (of preceding decision phases) impact successor decisions (of succeeding decision phases), the initial project planning phase needs to anticipate long-term implications for such a project. A less foresightful planning will result in a less success-prone starting position for the following regional planning procedure. The analysis starts with fixating the digraphs referring to the first decision phase. Synchronizing all digraph branches and evaluating the information transfer leads to a total of 31 decision moments. The sum of all 31 decision matrices provides the adjacent matrix, which contains all interdependencies amongst stakeholders of the first two phases and their influence levels. The higher the value in one cell, the bigger the impact of the stakeholder (left column) on the stakeholder in the top row. The diagonal cell values represent the number of added matrices. Table 1 maps the involved stakeholders, abbreviated according to their German labeling. "BN" ("Bund Naturschutz"), for instance, stands for a powerful ecological interest group and "LRA" ("Landratsamt") for the District Office that eventually grants the approval for such project. The shaded cells indicate the actual cross-impacts. Here, the highest influence level can be found with the stakeholder LRA influencing the stakeholder KGB ("Kiesgrubenbetreiber" -gravel pit operator). The stakeholder IHK ("Industrie-und Handelskammer" -Chamber of Commerce and Industry) is only influencing stakeholder LRA, while the stakeholder IHK is only influenced by the stakeholder IVSE (the industry's association that has been cooperating with us on this case).The partial results of the approval phase analysis are shown by the diagrams of Figure 6 . The graphic illustrates the normalized consent/dissent values for the stakeholders involved in the project approval process. The example includes 31 decision moments. The high peaks expose the most influential stakeholder fora specific decision moment.
Table1. Adjacent matrix of stakeholder interrelations
At decision moments III and IV, for example, most influence is exerted from stakeholder KGB, while at decision moments XII to XV, the most influential stakeholder is LBV. This stakeholder's influence at moment XXVII, however, is assumed to be negligible. Figure 7 shows the importance of individual decision moments for the approval process. As the value development in the state vector sequence is positive and exponential, large values are reached, as represented in the scaling. The graph indicated as "total" represents the unchanged index value; the graph indicated as "red" displays the reduced index values, as a consequence of the exclusion of each given decision moment from the index calculation. For instance, the exclusion of the 21 st decision moment ("DM21") will only result in a minor loss of informational value for the overall analysis. In contrast, the decision moments DM02, DM19-20 and DM 22-24 are of major importance for the overall decision outcome.
Figure6. Relative consent development per decision moment (Roman number)

Figure7. Importance of decision moments for the Overall Matrix (gravel pit approval process)
Systematizing Corporate Decision-Making in a Complex World Figure 8 shows the influence levels of each involved stakeholder at each decision moment. At decision moments IX or XXII, for instance, the overall influence of the decision-making stakeholders is negligible, while e.g. for decision moments I, II and XX, the decisions of the involved stakeholders have a considerable impact on the outcome of the first three decision phases. As a consequence, decision moments II, IV, X, XX, XXIII and XXV are of governing importance for the gravel pit operator ("KGB") to impact the system towards project approval.
Figure8. Influence diagram of gravel pit operator ("KPI") per decision moment)
The data of Figures 6 to 8 were derived from a set of input data referring to the preconditions of specific potential gravel pit properties. The input data encompassed the environmental, infrastructural and land development conditions for the property, e.g. existence of green corridors, land-use plans and traffic, to mentions a few. A variation in the initial input data not only leads to different output values but also to a different system's index number .Higher values of (expressed by the Overall Matrix) state a more supportive system with regards to the planned gravel pit operations. As illustrated by the above example, SUDEST systematizes the analysis for a complex project and provides access to its sensitivities. The most influential stakeholders-overall and at each decision moment -are identified, together with the most important decision moments. In the final step of analysis, the variability of stakeholder influence at each decision moment becomes measurable.
LIMITATIONS AND CONCLUSION
SUDEST appears to be a suitable tool for complex decision problems. SUDEST modeling requires an adequate data base. This data base relates to four sets of inquiry:
1. In how far should the decision complex be structured chronologically, with consecutive decision phases and further detailed decision moments? At a minimum, a decision problem can be mapped as one single decision moment, i.e. by one SUDEST matrix only. Especially complex decision problems will include sequential decision levels with delayed reaction patterns. Here, a chronological research design is imperative, including consecutive decision moments clustered in various decision phases. The number of identified decision moments should account for all decisive constituents' interrelations.
2. Who are the relevant stakeholders (decision subjects)? Here, stakeholders should be considered with both, direct or indirect (potential) impact on the corporate decision-maker. Defined stakeholders should account for a sufficient level of detail. For instance, the stakeholder "politics" will hardly suffice if several political parties are involved at municipal, district or state level.
However, marginally relevant stakeholders should be omitted as their consideration would inflate the scope of analysis, with no decisive impact on the overall picture. As a rule of thumb, SUDEST modeling with up to 20 system constituents is well feasible in terms of data management.
they can align not just with economical but also with social and ecological interests. Other gravel pit sites will request some reviewed set-up in order to gain a sufficient level of stakeholder acceptance.
Turning an exploited site (with its steep faces and its resting water expanse) into a natural habitat would exemplify such a re-design option. A good portion of site options, however, will turn out to be unfeasible due to the dissent potential developing throughout the different decision phases.
Feigenbaum defines an expert system as follows: "An 'expert system' is an intelligent computer program that uses knowledge and inference procedures to solve problems that are difficult enough to require significant human expertise for their solution. The knowledge necessary to perform at such alevel, plus the inference procedures used, can be thought of as a model of the expertise of the best practitioners in that field." [18] .In comparison to other expert systems, like iModeler (www.consideo.de), SUDEST is not bound into the adjacent matrix view of a complex system. Instead, SUDEST is dealing with information on the chronology of data plus providing access to the relations given in the adjacent matrix. As a generic tool, SUDEST is not bound to any specific environments or systems as -for example -the expert system MYCIN [19] , which focuses on the diagnoses and therapies of bacterial infections. However, SUDEST is not a fully automated software tool yet. The input data depends on the corporate state of knowledge concerning the underlying situation. Here, knowledge generation would, of course, not only serve the purpose of feeding SUDEST -but become an essential step for anticipatory decision-making in general.
